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Dear Emre
Your Ref: TR010021
Application by Transport for London (TfL) for an order granting development consent for the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel (the Application)
Southern Gas Networks pic and Birch Sites Limited
We are instructed by Southern Gas Networks pic (SGN) and Birch Sites Limited, which is part of
National Grid Property Holdings Ltd (NGP). These are Interested Parties in the examination of the
Application whose land is proposed to be compulsorily acquired via the Application.
We have attached to this letter previous correspondence between CMS Cameron McKenna LLP and the
Planning Inspectorate for your reference.
SGN and NGP are in advanced discussion regarding potential future comprehensive development
proposals for their joint land interests. They have also both been in discussions with TfL regarding the
impacts of the Application on their land, with a view to agreeing Heads of Terms. Whilst draft Heads of
Terms have now been issued, these have not yet been agreed by the parties.
Therefore, we write to you today to notify you of both SGN’s and NGP’s proposal to attend the
Compulsory Acquisition Hearing (CAH) scheduled for 20 January 2017. It is envisaged that written
representations will also be submitted, on behalf of both NGP and SGN, at Deadline 3 (27 January 2017).
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The specific issues are as follows:
1. NGP’s access to its retained land is being acquired and the proposed TfL scheme does not
include a sufficient access into the (NGP) retained land, including plot 01-077. The potential
access that has been provided by the TfL scheme off Millennium Way into the SGN land (via
plot 01-088) is not sufficient to include access over the SGN land to the NGP land (plot number
01-077).
2. The acquisition of plot 01-067 (i.e. the current location of the pressure reduction station (PRS))
by TfL will need to be dependent on the completion of the construction of the new PRS on plots
01-078 and 01-080 by / in agreement with SGN
3. The TfL scheme excludes the Studio 338, which is effectively bounded by plots 01-047a, OI
OS 8a, 01-058c and 01-060a, but includes land to be acquired in support of the continuing
existence of Studio 338. The inclusion of land which relates to a use of land outside of the
scheme is objected to.
4. There are two triangles of land (with no identification number) located to the east of plot 01066a and the west of plot 01-060a), which are near to Studio 338 and are not currently being
acquired under the scheme. The acquisition of land and rights in the TfL scheme results in these
potentially land-locked areas, which cannot be included in any use or redevelopment of their
retained land.
5. Plot 02-089 and part of plot 02-088 - we do not believe that the acquisition of permanent rights
of access across parcel 02-089 and the northern (narrower) part of 02-088 are required, the
reason being that the adjacent land parcel 01-010 being identified for permanent acquisition
would provide access to the areas to the north and south of these two areas and the fore the
acquisition of permanent rights of access across the parcels named is not required.
6.

SGN requires that the exercise of protective works over plots 01-065a and 01-066a are properly
regulated given the importance of the infrastructure that these plots bound.

As noted above, discussions between SGN, NGP and TfL are ongoing. SGN and NGP would both wish to
have the opportunity to attend the CAH and make representations as part of the examination into the
Application and to attend any further hearings, if it becomes necessary.
Yours faithfully.

Stephen McNaught
CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
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Dear Sirs,
Your Ref: TROJ0021
Application liy Transport for London (TfL) for an order granting development consent for the
proposed Silvcrtown Tunnel (the Application)
Birch Sites Limited (BSL)
We are instructed by BSL, an Interested Party in the examination of the Application whose land is
proposed to be compulsorily acquired via the Application. We are also instructed by SON, who own
neighbouring land which is also proposed to be compulsorily purchased.
Examining Authority’s First Round M’ritlen Questions - Question C.Al
BSL has been in discussions with TfL regarding the impacts of the Application on its land, with a view to
agreeing a solution that enables BSL’s development aspirations to be realised.
TtL and BSL are at an advanced stage in negotiations, and Heads of Terms are currently being discussed
between the parties. BSL’s expectation is that a fonnal agreement will be entered into m order to protect
its interests in due course. As such, BSL does not wish to attend the Compulsorx' Acquisition Hearing
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scheduled for 8 December 2016 and has no specific comments on the plots of land included within the
Book of Reference for compulsory acquisition by TfL at this stage.
Discussions between BSL and TtL are ongoing, and BSL would wish to ha\ e the opportunity to make
written representations as part of the examination into the Application and to attend specific hearings,
such as the Compulsory' Acquisition Hearing scheduled for 20 January', if it becomes necessary.
Yours faithfiilly,

Stephen McNaught
CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
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Garden, Robert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Garden, Robert
11 October 2016 16:27
'silvertowntunnel@pins.gsi.gov.uk'
MCNAUGHT, Stephen
RE: Silvertown Tunnel - Birch Sites Limited

Dear Sirs,
Further to our recent letter and today's preliminary meeting, our clients are an Interested Party and
wish to be treated as such for the purposes of the examination of this project.
Regards,
Rob
Robert Garden
Associate
T +44 20 7367 3546
F +44 20 7367 2000
E robert.Qardengicms-cmck.com
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CMS Cameron McKenna LLP | Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street | London EC4N 6AF | United Kingdom
cms.law
cms-iawnow.com

From: Garden, Robert
Sent: 04 October 2016 16:25
To: 'silvertowntunnel@pins.gsi.gov.uk'
Cc: MCNAUGHT, Stephen
Subject: Silvertown Tunnel - Birch Sites Limited
Dear Sirs,
Please find attached a letter on behalf of my client, Birch Sites Limited, an Interested Party in relation
to the examination of this project.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions in relation to the attached.
I would be grateful If you could acknowledge receipt of the attached.
Regards,
Rob
Robert Garden
Associate
T +44 20 7367 3546
F +44 20 7367 2000
E robert.aarden(aicm5-cmck.com
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Dear Sirs,
Your Ref: TR010021
Application by Tran.sport for London (Tflj) for an order granting development consent for the
proposed Sib ertoisn Tunnel (the .Vpplication)
Birch Sites Limited (BSL)
We are instructed by BSL, an Interested Party in the examination of the Application whose land is
proposed to be compulsorily acquired via the Application. We are also instructed by SON, who own
neighbouring land which is also proposed to he compulsorily purchased.
BSL will be represented at the preliminary meeting but, at present, does not intend to speak at the
preliminaiy meeting, or to attend or make oral representations at either the open Poor hearing or the issue
specific hearing.
BSL does not object to the principle of the development which would be permitted by the Application.
However, BSL does have development aspirations for its land and is keen to ensure that the .Application,
and any development or compulsory' acquisition pemiitted pursuant to the Application, does not prejudice
its development aspirations.
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BSL lias been in discussions with TfL regarding the impacts of the Application on its land, with a view to
agreeing a solution that enables BSI.’s development aspirations to be realised. These discussions are
ongoing, and BSL would wish to have the opportunity to make written representations as part of the
examination into the Application and to attend specific hearings, such as the compulsor>' acquisition
hearing, if necessary.
Yours faithfldly,

Stephen McNaugfft

-----
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Dear Sirs,
Your Ref: TR010021
Application by Transport for London (TfL) for an order granting development consent for the
proposed Silvcrtown Tunnel (the .Application)
Southern Gas Networks pic (SGN)
We are instructed by SGN, an Interested Party in the examination of the Application whose land is
proposed to be compulsorily acquired via the Application. We are also instmcted by Birch Sites Limited,
who own neighbouring land which is also proposed to be compulsorily purchased.
Examining Authority’s First Round M ritten Questions - Question C.41
SGN has been in discussions with TfL regarding the impacts of the .Application on its land, with a view to
agreeing a solution that enables SGN's development aspirations to be realised.
TfL and SGN are at an advanced stage in negotiations, and Heads of Terms are being discussed between
the parties. SGN’s expectation is that a formal agi-eeraent will be entered into m order to protect its
interests in due course. As sucli, SGN does not propose to attend the Compulsory Acquisition Hearing
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scheduled for S December 2016 and has no specific comments on the plots of land included witliin the
Book of Reference for compulsoiy acquisition by TfL at this stage.
Discussions between SGN and TtL are ongoing, and SON would wish to ha\-e the opportunity to make
written representations as part of the e.xamination into the Application and to attend specific hearings,
such as the Compulsory' Acquisition Hearing scheduled for 20 January', if it becomes necessai^.
Examining Authority’s First Round ^^'rittcn Questions - Question CA2
hi addition, we are instructed by SGN in its capacity as a statutoiy undertaker in relation to a review of
the protective provisions which are included within the draft development consent order.
SGN has been in discussion with TfL regarding the impact of the Application on its assets, and is keen to
ensure that its assets and land interests are adequately protected and comply with relevant safety
standards. The protection of these assets is integi'al to the integrity of the gas network and to ensure the
safe supply of gas to the local population.
SGN will continue to liaise with Tfl_ to ensure that protective proi’isions are agreed and included within
draft dei'elopment consent order and that these appropriately protect SGN's infrastnicturc.
We note that the timetable rcsciwes later dates for development consent order specific hearings, and SGN
may wish to make specific representations to such hearings in the event that protective provisions cannot
be agreed.
\’ours faithflilly,

CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
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Garden, Robert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Garden, Robert
11 October 2016 16:26
'silvertowntunnel@pins.gsi.gov.uk'
MCNAUGHT, Stephen
RE: Silvertown Tunnel - Southern Gas Networks pic

Dear Sirs,
Further to our recent letter and today's preliminary meeting, our clients are an Interested Party and
wish to be treated as such for the purposes of the examination of this project.
Regards,
Rob
Robert Garden
Associate
T +44 20 7367 3546
F +44 20 7367 2000
E robert.aardengicms-cmck.com
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From: Garden, Robert
Sent: 04 October 2016 16:27
To: 'silvertowntunnel@pins.gsi.gov.uk'
Cc: MCNAUGHT, Stephen
Subject: Silvertown Tunnel - Southern Gas Networks pic
Dear Sirs,
Please find attached a letter on behalf of my client. Southern Gas Networks pic, an Interested Party in
relation to the examination of this project.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions in relation to the attached.
I would be grateful if you could acknowledge receipt of the attached.
Regards,
Rob
Robert Garden
Associate
T +44 20 7367 3546
F +44 20 7367 2000
E robert.QardenOicms-cmck.com
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Dear Sirs,
Your Ref: TR010021
Application by Transport for London (TfL) for an order granting development consent for the
proposed Silvertorvn Tunnel (the Application)
Southern Gas Networks pic (SGN)
We are instructed by SGN, an Interested Party in the examination of the Application whose land is
proposed to be compulsorily acquired via the Application. W'e are also instructed by Birch Sites Limited,
who own neighbouring land which is also proposed to be compulsorily purchased.
SGN will be represented at the preliminary meeting but, at present, does not intend to speak at the
preliminary' meeting, or to attend or make oral representations at either the open floor hearing or the issue
specific hearing.
SGN does not object to the principle of the development which would be pennitted by the Application.
However, SGN does have development aspirations for its land and is keen to ensure that the Application,
and any de\ elopment or compulsory acquisition pennitted pursuant to the Application, does not prejudice
its development aspirations.
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SGN has been in discussions with TfL regarding the impacts of the Application on its land, with a view to
agreeing a solution that enables SGN’s development aspirations to be realised. These discussions are
ongoing, and SGN would wish to have the opportunity to make written representations as part of the
examination into the Application and to attend specific hearings, such as the compulsory acquisition
hearing, if necessaiy.
In addition, we are instnicted by SGN in its capacity as a statutory' undertaker in relation to a review of
the protective provisions which are included within the draft development consent order. We note that the
timetable reserves later dates for development consent order specific hearings and SGN may wish to
make specific representations to such hearings.
SGN has been in discussion with TfL regarding the impact of the Application on its assets, and is
reviewing the protective provisions to ensure that its assets and land interests are adequately protected and
comply with relevant safety standards. The protection of these assets is integral to the integrity of the gas
network and to ensure the safe supply of gas to the local population.
SGN will liaise with TfL to ensure that protecth'e provisions are agreed and included within draft
development consent order and that these appropriately protect SGN’s infrastmcture.
Yours faithfully,

CIMS Cameron McKenna LLP
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